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In this adorable 8 x 8 book, the Octopod has discovered a fiery volcano at the bottom of an ocean

trench. Itâ€™s an undersea emergencyâ€”everybody needs to get out, and fast! But will there be

time to save three floating Blobfish before the big blast?
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My daughter LOVES the Octonaughts. The pictures are great, the pages are a heavy-weight paper,

the pictures are are straight from the cartoon (bright, clear, well done) and along with the story line

there's facts listed. Well done and a great price. I'm off to buy the rest of them.

My son loves Octonauts and loves this book about Volcanoes. I love that the Octonauts always

teach him such interesting facts about sea life. He is always telling people facts about sperm whales

and vampire squids. The book is colorful and written well.

This book follows along with the episode, and my kid loves it. It's really well-written and high-quality.

I love that, at the back of the book, they have a Captain's log written by "Captain Barnacles," that

sort of recaps the adventure and the animals they encountered. Very cute, great buy.



My son loves the octonauts. It's difficult to find merchandise for octonauts so when I found the

books here I was very happy. The books shipped right away and I received it in a timely manner.

Unfortunately, after a week, the book started to fall apart. The binding is not very good and the

pages started to fall off. We only used it for bedtime stories. Since it is a book for children, I would

have thought it would be made much more sturdier, even for a paperback.

My daughter loved this book, but by the third reading the binding fell apart; the pages all fell out. A

major bummer, as I didn't expect to be trying to glue this book back together.

I'm so in love with it! My baby cousin will love this gift! The only complaint I have is that there IS

MINOR damage to the books! Shipping was quick and easy.

My son like it. But since it is a paperback, it tears off easily.

Great book for those that love the Octonauts. My 2 year old son enjoyed the book, very much like

the episode. The book gives some fun facts at the end just like the Creature Report on the show.
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